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Introduction  

 This is the first edition of Cher-Ami from our newly established 
student editorial board.  The board consists of the Sociology Club facul-
ty advisor (Dr. Tina Deshotels), and two student board members Brook-
lyn Floyd and Justine Panchuk.  Ms. Floyd served as editor, writer and 
publisher.  Brooklyn Floyd is a senior sociology major with and English 
minor. She enjoys writing and research. Her main areas of interest are 
gender roles in family. Brooklyn is a member of the Jacksonville State 
University Honors Program and is involved in the Sociology Club. She 
also works as a sociology tutor on campus. After her graduation in May 
2018, Brooklyn plans to move to New Orleans to pursue a Master's de-
gree in Marriage and Family Therapy.  Both worked to make this edition 
a success. In so doing they developed and honed their writing, editing, 
publication production, providing a vehicle to integrate and implement 
sociological education and develop students’ critical thinking through 
independent editorial judgement.  The sociology program thanks them 
for their hard work.  Ms. Panchuk served as editor and writer.  Ms. Pan-
chuk graduated in the Spring 17 semester with a major in sociology and 
we wish her the best of luck as she pursues her dreams!      
 In this edition, we spotlight  Professor Emeritus of Sociology Dr. 
Rodney Friery in an interview with Editor Brooklyn Floyd where you will 
see the qualities that serve as the model for all of us of what it means to 
be student centered.  We also continue the focus on public sociology 
with articles that highlight how sociology helps us understand and ex-
plain the world around us.  Some of the articles make the familiar 
strange, calling into question everyday taken for granted realities.  Some 
demystify the strange, helping us navigate an increasingly complicated 
social reality.   In this edition you’ll find student, faculty and alumni arti-
cles, interviews with students and past professors, and a summary of 
opportunities for involvement in departmental sponsored student 
groups (The Sociology Club, WISE, and JSU Students for Equality).    
 We want this newsletter to be valuable to you so please, please, 
please, share your feedback, suggestions for improvement, and above 
all else, your WORDS by submitting articles/musings/images (see page 
24 for a call for participation).   
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By Brooklyn Floyd 

Living the Life: A Look into the Life of a Sociology Professor 

 In college,  we look around and see everyone 

with great career aspirations. Most of my friends are 

going to be teachers. Others aspire to be doctors and 

lawyers and artists. Everybody wants to do some-

thing that will leave their mark on the world. I  have 

looked around and seen these aspirations and won-

dered, what  can I do with a Sociology degree? What  

can I do to leave my mark on the world? If you have 

asked this question, you’re not alone. I am here to 

tell you there are so many directions you can take on 

your journey with sociology. This is what I learned 

when I had lunch with a retired JSU professor, Rod-

ney Friery, Ph.D.   

 Dr. Friery is such a down-to-earth individual. I was never able to have him as a professor, but I 

can imagine that his classes were outstanding. He truly cares about his students and is passionate 

about Sociology. In fact, he is one of the founders who shaped our department into what it is today. He 

instituted the Sociology Club and was a decision-maker in the hiring of several fantastic professors.   

 The first topic we covered was his background.  Believe it or not, Dr. Friery was not a sociology 

major as an undergraduate. He earned his Bachelor’s in Mathematics while he was on a baseball schol-

arship. While he was earning his Master’s degree, he taught in the public school system. To make the 

matter even more shocking, his Master’s degree wasn’t even in sociology. It was in math again. Howev-

er, Dr. Friery stated that what sparked his interest in sociology was a course in Social Problems. He 

shared that teaching Social Problems as a professor was one of his favorite courses to engage students 

in the issues of our society and expose them to the reality of situations that are relevant to them.  
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http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

  Dr. Friery went to Mississippi State University to earn his Ph.D. in Sociology. He came to Jack-

sonville soon after. During his 36 years at JSU, he was able to cover five decades which helps explain 

how tremendously he impacted the Sociology Department. When he became the Department Head, he 

was able to hire many brilliant professors, including Social Work professors. Dr. Friery is one of the 

founders of the Social Work Department. As our conversation continued, I gathered that one of Dr. Fri-

ery’s most valued accomplishments is his contribution to the Sociology Department by hiring a 

“student-centered faculty.”  

 As our conversation started to come to a close, I asked Dr. Friery his favorite memory from JSU. 

Although he didn’t have a specific memory, his answer was without hesitation. First, he said that his 

colleagues were fantastic and a pleasure to work with. He learned from his colleagues as they learned 

from him. He also noted that during his time at JSU, he worked for several University Presidents. He 

spoke highly about every one of them and told stories of interactions with them that highlighted the 

strengths he appreciates about each. As an involved and relatable professor in Alabama, he stated 

that some of his best memories are from athletic events. Some of his best students were athletes and 

by going to games, he was able to share some of those experiences with his students.  

 Lastly, in response to the question, “What is the most important thing a professor should do for 

students?’” Dr. Friery humbly and thoughtfully said, “Let them know that you care. If you don’t care, 

they won’t care.” Dr. Friery is a great example of how sociology can be used in all disciplines. He be-

came passionate about sociology and teaching while he was a math major.  Becoming a professor is 

only one of the many career paths we can take as sociology majors. Any professor in our department, 

even retired ones, are eager to talk to students about future career options. There are so many oppor-

tunities offered in our department to refine and gain experience in specific fields of interest.   

Living the Life: A Look into the Life of a Sociology Professor 

By Brooklyn Floyd 
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 THE MAN IN FRONT OF THE STORE:  
A DAY OF MY LIFE THROUGH THE EYES OF KARL MARX 

Karl Marx is most known for his examination of the structural inequality of capitalism and its pre-

dicted demise. Marx argued the Proletariat (poor/working class) will work for the Bourgeoisie (rich/

capitalist) for way less than what they deserve. Capitalism causes capitalists to treat lower class individ-

uals as objects or tools. A pro-

letariat is only as useful as 

what he/she can produce for 

the bourgeoisie. Marx main-

tained that the capitalist mode 

of production, specifically the 

division of labor, creates alien-

ation, and disconnection of 

workers from their labor, each 

other, and creative potential. 

He also argued that the base 

(economy) under capitalism 

created the super structure 

(institutions) that justified the 

existence of capitalism.  For 

example, the media and other 

discourses persuade individu-

als, such as the proletariat, to continue to participate in the system and consume, consume, consume. 

Marx predicted that this cycle would cause the ever-growing economic and social gap between capitalist 

and workers/consumers. This is how capitalism sows the seeds of its’ own destruction.  In this essay I 

will cover how in a typical day I am faced with capitalism from waking up and going to class, to the man 

in front of the store where I shop.   
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 THE MAN IN FRONT OF THE STORE:  
A DAY OF MY LIFE THROUGH THE EYES OF KARL MARX 

I wake up from something tickling me on my face, it is the manufacturing tag from my blanket. 

The tag reads, “made in China”. I bought the blanket down the street at Walmart, why did it have to be 

made in China? America, “the land of opportunity,” does not have enough money or factories to make 

their own blankets? Or do the owners of the blanket factory (the capitalist) send all the materials to Chi-

na because their labor is cheaper than ours here in the United States? Yes, that’s it! The capitalist out-

sourced. Chinese workers will work for less than American workers. I wonder if this blanket was made in 

a sweat shop. Because I’m alienated from my fellow workers, I don’t know where that blanket was made 

and am most likely to see that worker in China as my enemy, rather than the capitalist that exploits us 

both.  I get up and walk to the kitchen, I am hungry. I grab a bowl, some cereal, and milk. I proceed to 

open the cereal but the seal is sealed completely shut. I wondered what worker on the assembly line 

that created his cereal box was in charge of keeping the plastic sealed so the cereal will remain fresh. I 

bet he/she was so consumed with doing the same routine every day that they didn’t even think twice to 

check if it was correct. I predict that she/he probably feels like a tool or animal-like. I bet she/he isn’t 

using their creativity or higher consciousness. I glance at the clock on the wall, I’m going to be late to Dr. 

Deshotels class. 

 I get dressed and hop in my car and head to class. I can’t help but think of the individuals that 

built my car on the assembly line. I wonder how much the workers benefit from their labor, are they able 

to realize the connection between themselves, the products they produce and their fellow workers? Or, 

do they see my care as something that “exists outside him/her, independently as something alien to 

him/her” (Dillon, 55 ). On my way to the university, I pass by a man with a sign that reads, “Homeless 

will work for food and money”. I wonder how many business owners passed him this morning. He is in 

plain sight standing in front of Wal-Mart, the same Wal-Mart that I brought my comforter from that was 

manufactured in China. I wonder if the capitalist that outsourced the blanket for a  greater profit would 

insource the product locally if he saw this homeless man sitting on the corner broke and hungry or if he 

knew outsourcing is one factor that causes poverty in the United States.  Probably not. The world is filled 
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 THE MAN IN FRONT OF THE STORE:  
A DAY OF MY LIFE THROUGH THE EYES OF KARL MARX 

 

 The world is filled with proletariats.  While the capitalists need the poor and desperate because they 

serve as an example of what will happen to us if we don’t keep working.  At the same time, they can also 

ignore this one homeless man. There are a billon other proletariats that may be younger, stronger and less 

trouble.  The homeless man who isn’t even employed is still affected by the alienation of division of labor. 

He is in competition with others for a job not just locally but globally. (e.g. the blanket being made in China 

instead of the U.S).  

 

After class, I drive back to the Wal-Mart I bought the comforter.  The man is still there, standing in 

front of the store. I ask myself why am I shopping here? They sell outsourced products and create aliena-

tion of individuals from one another.  Their outsourcing is one of the causes for the broke and hungry man 

that’s standing in front of their store. Maybe it’s because Wal-Mart leaves me with no choice. They bought 

out the local Food Outlet up the street and let’s face it Wal-Mart has the ability to lower their prices way 

below Winn-Dixie’s; so Wal-Mart wins by default. I get out my car and walk in the store and instantly greet-

ed by an older woman; she is passing out coupons, apparently Walmart has an outstanding deal on cheese 

puffs, a brilliant technique to consume the consumer, good thing I don’t eat cheese puff.  As I walk down 

each aisle, there are workers stocking the shelves. I watched one employee bend down, grab three to four 

cans, put it on the shelf and repeat. His actions were so routine and alienated; clearly this alienation was 

of worker from their species being-“by reducing workers to objects with use-value in commodity produc-

tion” (Dillon 2014:55). I grab what I need and proceed to the check-out counter. I can’t help but notice the 

magazines titles like, “How to lose 35lbs. by Thanksgiving” and “Find out how look 20 years younger.” I 

thought to myself, 'the media sure does know how to grab the consumer.' I check out and head home. 
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 THE MAN IN FRONT OF THE STORE:  
A DAY OF MY LIFE THROUGH THE EYES OF KARL MARX 

To conclude, my day was filled with capitalism and capitalistic motives. From the time I woke up and 

was confronted by the capitalist outsourcing till the time I left Wal-Mart and recognized how capitalist en-

courage working class to consume. There is a great divide between the worker and the capitalist. I envision 

one day that we will live in a society “which private property, profit, and inequality would be eliminated and 

thus no one class would control means of production.” Until then, the man in front of the store will remain 

hungry and broke.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Shemichiko Moore (Sociology Alum Class of 2017).    

Works Cited:  

Dillon, Michelle.  2014 Introduction to Sociological Theory 2nd edition. Wiley Blackwell.  

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiyxcKfktvSAhXK6SYKHXk0AC8QjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Factivistnewsletter.blogspot.com%2F2014_11_01_archive.html&bvm=bv.149397726,d.eWE&psig=AFQjCNEjlFy-K0qrn8f_bN1V7t
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By Justine Panchuk 

This is Not a Game:  Racism in Sports 

  

 No matter our color we are all equal, right? Wrong. Racism continues to exist throughout society 

and within institutions. A study done by Krystal Beamon (2014) examined racism that student-athletes 

face on their campuses. Her article deals with African-American male student-athletes at a division 1 

university and the racism they are faced with in primarily White institutions—named micro-aggression. 

Her research showed that contrary to what people believe, being a student-athlete does not come with 

all the perks it is believed to come with when one is a part of a minority group. The study interviewed 

twenty former football players at a university and allowed them to express the forms of racism they en-

countered throughout their time as a student-athlete. Three common areas where these individuals 

faced racism were in the classroom, on the campus, and on the team. 

 First, these men experienced racism in the classroom. Being Black and an athlete was two 

strikes against them they had to deal with. The “dumb jock” stereotype is a setback for any student-

athlete, but being of African American decent just made it worse. Professors, as well as other students, 

assumed that they were uneducated and the only reason they were in school was because of sports. 

Many of these athletes are in fact intelligent, but they are labeled as incompetent because of their race. 

This label creates a barrier for their learning as they are never permitted a full chance to succeed. They 

are also not given a chance to fill leadership positions or “more advanced” roles because they are stere-

otyped as being uneducated which may lead to learned helplessness. 

 Additionally, these student-athletes faced racism on the campus. They stated that if they were 

walking they noticed people lock their doors or women clench their purses, but coincidentally, that only 

happened if they were not wearing their jersey. When the men were in uniform, or university clothing, 

those same people praised them for their athletics but as soon as they took off that jersey, they are ste-

reotyped as dangerous or criminal.  

 A third situation in which these men expressed their encounter with racism was on the football 

team itself. There was a separation between the White and non-White players on the team. They all got 

along and were good teammates to each other, but besides that, there were no further relationships. 

The Black and White players did not associate with one another outside of practice and would not con-

sider each other to be more then just teammates. It was also noted that Black student-athletes were 

caught between sticking up for their race and representing their program professionally.  For example, 

student-athletes were not allowed to participate in protests against racial discrimination because it was 

not seen as professional. This leaves them caught between standing up for their race and being a part 

of the athletic program. Research by Schmidt and Coe (2014) adds that the terms coined with players is 

often dependent upon race. Athletes are described based off of stereotypes rather that individual char-

acteristics of the athletes ability.  (continued on next page)  
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By Justine Panchuk 

This is Not a Game:  Racism in Sports 

One common ex-

ample is that be-

ing a quarterback 

requires quick 

thinking and good 

decision making 

while being a line-

men requires 

strength; there-

fore, it is assumed 

quarterbacks are 

White while line-

men are Black. 

This implies that 

White people are 

smart and Black people are simply athletic. These racist stereotypes are demeaning, yet often used to 

describe athletes.  

 Being in a primarily White institution brought about many challenges for these student-athletes, as 

they had to face racism every single day. Black student-athletes fill roles where they are exploited be-

cause White people fill all the positions of power within their groups. Black student-athletes are in 

school to obtain an education and play sports, like any other student-athlete, but they are faced with 

racism due to their position in society. Black student-athletes also have to deal with the divide between 

how they are viewed with and without a jersey. And, Black student-athletes have to deal with a divide of 

race on their teams. The effects of racism on these student-athletes are carried into life where they con-

tinue to have to face racism and where their success continues to be impeded.   

Works Cited 

Beamon, Krystal. "Racism And Stereotyping On Campus: Experiences Of African American Male Student-

Athletes." Journal Of Negro Education 83.2 (2014): 121-134. Academic Search Premier. Web. 7 Apr. 

2015. 

Schmidt, Anthony, and Coe, Kevin. "Old And New Forms Of Racial Bias In Mediated Sports Commentary: 

The Case Of The National Football League Draft." Journal Of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 58.4 

(2014): 655-670. Academic Search Premier. Web. 7 Apr. 2015. 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj_rui1tNvSAhUGSiYKHf5CArsQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Ffivethirtyeight.com%2Fdatalab%2Fdiversity-in-the-nba-the-nfl-and-mlb%2F&bvm=bv.149397726,d.eWE&psig=AFQjCNHeF4x
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By Megan Jordan 

It’s About Time: The Clock and Social Control  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As many people know, the invention of the clock was a one of the most historic examples of tech-

nology and its effect on the lives of man. Sociology claims that time is a socially constructed idea. The 

invention of the clock led humankind even more into the social construction of time. In the United 

States the social construction of time morphed normal daily life into a strict, busy schedule as centuries 

passed on. From the creation of the work day and work week, to the creation of a specific time of day for 

everything. A certain time to eat, a certain time to bathe, a certain time to watch entertainment or news, 

or even a certain time of day to read a newspaper or play with the kids. The invention of the clock led to 

the enhancement of the power of this social constructed constricted idea of limited time. People began 

living moment to moment instead of just in the moment or heat of things. In other cultures, differing re-

sults are seen. For example, in some cultures, time is fluid and taken less seriously; it is customary to 

arrive to events late. But in a country such as the United States, it is American culture to be a slave to 

the clock, whether you are feeding a meter, or awaiting your time punch, or maybe waiting in a line of 

cars stuck in 5 o’clock traffic. The invention of the clock negatively imposed an idea of limited time on 

the average human’s life.   
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Meet a Major Spotlight 

Melody French 

 Melody French is a senior who anticipates graduating in May 2017. She is a native of 

nearby Clay County, Alabama, and grew up surrounded by the Talladega National Forest. Most of Melo-

dy’s youth was spent hiking the trails around Cheaha State Park, searching for a good swimming hole, 

and hanging out with friends around the campfire. Melody is a single parent to her bright and beautiful 

ten-year-old daughter. She is the first person in her family to attend college. In 1994, Melody graduated 

with a diploma in Licensed Practical Nursing from Harry M. Ayers State Technical College in Anniston, 

Alabama. Melody has maintained licensure for twenty-two years.  

Over the course of Melody’s career she has cared for individuals 

from various socioeconomic backgrounds and has witnessed the 

social issues these individuals battle in the process of seeking 

medical care. The stress of these issues affected their health 

and wellbeing tremendously. Originally she planned to work in 

the mental health field and to major in Psychology, along with a 

minor in Sociology. That all changed after Melody took and an 

introduction to sociology class with Dr. Rider. Dr. Rider’s teach-

ing methods allowed Melody to understand the essential role 

sociology has in studying social problems. She realized Sociology 

increases our understanding of ourselves and our society by 

providing us with concepts that describe and explain our social 

creations and how they influence us. While in Dr. Rider’s intro-

duction class, Melody had an epiphany, “why limit my study to 

individual differences and social processes, when society as a whole, impacts the formation of individu-

al thoughts and behaviors?” She then made a decision to focus exclusively on sociology. Melody plans 

to attend graduate school to gain knowledge and skills in applied research, and would like to work in the 

public sector or non-profit organizations. 

 Melody describes the study of sociology as her personal quest to find out how society functions. 

She believes it takes one on a fascinating journey of discoveries, in which it can be found that most indi-

vidual social problems faced by people in society have social roots that are actually shared by many oth-

ers related to the structure of society and the changes happening within it. She views the many social 

problems of society as puzzle pieces, and sociology as the tool to connect them all together. 

 The advice Melody would share to others is to always remember to question what is considered 

the socially accepted “norm.” She encourages others to use their sociological imagination to think out-

side of the box, which allows people to see the bigger picture, and hopefully will encourage people to 

create ways to improve existing social conditions.  
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 Making the Familiar Strange:  A Day in My Life 

Through the Lens of Feminist Theory  

 As I wake in the morning, my alarm screeches an hour early in order for me to take the time to 

make my appearance ‘acceptable’. Even having short hair and trying not to worry about what others 

think, the pressure to look approachable and “pretty” still weighs heavy.  As I shower, I use my cleaning 

products which are full of descriptions of how ‘gracefully smooth’ it will make my skin and add ‘volume’ 

to my  hair.  After showing, I apply my daily makeup and style my hair so as not to look too 

‘masculine’ (even with that I’ve been called sir three times in the past week due to my short hair). I look 

in the mirror and critique my face, my body, my everything, comparing myself to the images that are con-

stantly displayed as the ideal body or look. This is all to be expected of women in our society 

 Every day, we are told what we are supposed to do, feel, and think. Women are expected to ap-

pear “pretty” and frail and when you don’t meet these expectations, sanctions are apparent.  This is only 

one of the many expectations 

held for women disproportionate-

ly from men: we are supposed to 

care more about our appear-

ance, to spend hours every week 

presenting ourselves in an ideal 

manner in which we are the per-

fect ‘feminine” prototype. Femi-

nist theory focuses on inequality, 

and how that inequality is struc-

tured through the levels of our 

society (micro interactions, 

meso/organizations, and macro/

institutions).  Feminist theory fo-

cuses on women’s everyday lived 

experiences (Dorothy Smith), 

such as grooming, to help us un-

derstand how those perceived 

differences between men and 

women are carefully created and maintained through body rituals and sanctions (micro), built into or-

ganizational practices (e.g. work and school policies), and reinforced through social structure (e.g. me-

dia).   Feminist theory examines how the image of the perfect “feminine” prototype create and maintain 

differences and justify inequality.   In this essay I first describe feminist theory, how it is similar and dif-

ferent from other theories, how “differences” between men and women maintain social order and per-

petuate inequality, and how the media affects our understanding of these “differences”.    
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 Making the Familiar Strange:  A Day in My Life 

Through the Lens of Feminist Theory  

 After careful grooming with the appropriate products designed for women, which according to a 

2015 consumer affairs report is on average 8% more expensive the products targeted to men (Menin 

2015) and attending my meeting, I begin reading for a class.  The book is filled with theories and con-

cepts of psychology-almost all of which are developed by men. When there is a woman in the chapter,  

her ideas are not integrated in the chapter but rather appear in a dialogue box set aside as if to say “Oh 

Look! A women did something here!” When women’s input is discussed it is noted that this is written 

from a ‘woman’s perspective.  Never is there a corresponding comment that the rest of the book/

chapter is written from a ‘man’s perspective’.   This is the way that men (as a group) gain and maintain 

power.  Their words/theories/interpretations of the world are the norm whereas women’s are the 

‘other’.   Using feminist theory I can see that while men write from a particular perspective (that of the 

dominant group), by not acknowledging their gender, their ideas are considered generalizable and 

‘objective’.    This explains why women are ‘ghettoized’, in the dialog box and/or the obligatory section/

chapter.   

 After reading for class I get ready for work, in the food service industry.  As I go in, I am greeted 

by my male general manager and my male shift manager (as I am the only female employee).  As cus-

tomers begin to file in, I smile at each one.  Continuously throughout my job I am expected to greet cus-

tomers, smile, and deal with impatience and often outright rudeness.  My male coworkers keep a stern 

appearance while at work, taking little time to interact with customers.  When I act in a similar way I am 

told to ‘smile’ or told that ‘I hope your day gets better!”.    Research shows that my perception of being 

singled out because of my gender to engage in behavior that puts me in a subordinate position is not my 

overreaction as an emotional female but rather a systemic pattern.   The expectation what women en-

gage in ‘emotional labor’ (the creation and/or suppression of emotions as an expected part of the job) 

maintains gender inequality (Stier and Yaish 2014).   Women, me included, are expected to be bubbly 

and sweet at all times, to appear nurturing and empathizing.  For men, aggression and being ‘stern’ is 

the norm.   Women who express aggression and act sternly they are judged more harshly and negatively 

than men for expressing the same emotions.  For example a woman acting aggressively, even if it’s part 

of the job description e.g. lawyer, is more likely to be judged as ‘emotional’ and ‘out of control’.  In con-

trast a man would be more likely to be judged as a ‘real go getter!” (Stier and Yaish 2014). The different 

feeling rules that women and men are held accountable to following create gender inequality in that 

jobs that require aggression and ‘stern’ façade are better paying jobs.        

 Cait Harris (JSU Sociology Alum Class of 2016) 

Works Cited:    

http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/dca/downloads/pdf/partners/Study-of-Gender-Pricing-in-NYC.pdf,  
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Sociology Introduces Itself to Me 

For more information visit 

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

 As a humanities person entering graduate school, I felt that I was well-read in philosophy, history 

and literature. However, I had not read much hard psychology, sociology or economics. I guess I thought 

that they didn’t provide, or try to provide answers to the “big questions.” However, when I entered the 

Ph.D. program at the Newhouse School at Syracuse, I was placed with Dr. George Comstock, who, 

though his doctorate was in Communication, he regarded himself as part social psychologist, part sociol-

ogist. He introduced me to the very significant literature in sociology and media, how people choose me-

dia to consume, how people are consumed by media, shaped by it, and how our social institutions are 

malleted by media. He introduced me to George Herbert Mead, Talcott Parsons and William Julius Wil-

son, Blumer and Blumler, Gurrevitch and Gaye Tuchman, Jean Kilbourne and Carol Gilligan. These peo-

ple had numbers on their side, and theories at the ready, with real answers on how and why people vote 

as they do, choose life partners, and go about the matters of the workplace.  

 Where once it simply didn’t matter to me how many cowboys and Indians were killed on TV, now I 

was showed why it did matter, why George Gerbner felt that the US population was being massaged into 

accepting a violent mass culture. I was showed how the mass media worked in the service of corporate 

America to distract, enchant, and dissemble with a fun-house mirror representation of America that kept 

people compliant and willing to buy things. 

 Representations of women, Blacks, Latino/a men and women, transgender and LGBTQIA per-

sons came to us warped through the mass media following – ironically - their use of social science tech-

niques to determine how best to sell us things. If this meant that America had to laugh at, or worse, hate 

people not in the demographic majority, then so be it. Stuff has to be sold. I learned the power of socio-

logical research to tear off the masks worn by the pixelated characters on television and film.  
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Sociology Introduces Itself to Me 

But sociology also showed itself as a science uniquely of people themselves. Where mass communica-

tions looks at media and how people communicate, economics how people trade and profit, and psy-

chology how people think, sociology is the study of people…as people, as more than one person. It is the 

study of how people organize, thrive, subsist, love, work and interact. It touches everyone and everything 

that everyone touches. 

 However, social sciences in general, and sociology in particular have in the most recent decade 

been the subject of questioning as to their very value. As the cost of education increases, so does the 

searching for a “practical” degree, one that can “pay off” in the workplace. 

Such considerations are misplaced. Young people of college age should welcome the few years they 

have before they have to join what is more than ever before, a corporate workplace, with ownership con-

centrated in a very few hands. Such a status quo is itself the proper subject of the sociology of work. A 

certain false bravado has emerged among some that the internet can provide anyone with any answer 

they choose to ask – why bother becoming educated in anything other than the highly specialized train-

ing that companies want? 

 The problem is, the best lens to answer these questions with is our good combination of micro-

scope and telescope, sociology. Those who study it might learn how Thorstein Veblen years ago warned 

us of the conspicuous consumption that so many in society tout today, and Auguste Comte, the “parent” 

of sociology, of anomie, or the normlessness of contemporary society, and how we receive conflicting 

cues from our media and society itself as to what the “good” is, and what the “right” is.  

 Sociology introduced itself to me through media studies, and I hope it comes to call on more stu-

dents and helps them understand the very world that is calling it irrelevant. 
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I Hear You’re Taking Sociology this Semester, What’s That All About? 

You know, school is usually so boring.  I just can’t keep my eyes open, and my mind wanders.  I 

sit down in class, the teacher starts to talk about the lesson, and all of a sudden I find myself some-

where else.  I mean, I’m outta there, somewhere in time, thinking about the weekend and what I’m go-

ing to do, or planning my vacation, or thinking about what to buy at the store, or remembering how much 

fun we had this summer when we got together, or fantasizing about that incredible being I saw walking 

to class this morning.  I mean, some kind of wonderful!!  Sometimes I get this song in my head and all I 

can hear, over and over and over, is the idiot notes.  It drives me nuts, you know?  but, hey, it’s better 

than class, isn’t it?  I mean, 

that stuff is just so incredibly, 

unbelievably, RADICALLY, un-

mistakably, eternally, incan-

descently, inescapably, indis-

putably, irrevocably, artichoka-

bly, BORING!  You know? 

Yup. 

 

I hear you’re taking sociology  

this semester - SY 221. 

 

Yup. 

 

What’s it about?  You 

hear anything?  Is it worth a 

damn or just like all the boring rest?  Wha da ya think?  Is it worth a shot, or does it give you a terminal 

case of mental diarrhea with all its vocabulary and high falutin’ academic pretentiousness?  I mean, I 

don’t know anything about it.  Tell me.  What have you heard? 

Well, I have talked to a few people.  One guy said, “Sociology.  What was it?  I didn’t know, but it 

satisfied a requirement, so why not?  The teacher?  Who’s he or she?  Does anyone know?  Well, no 

news is good news, right?  As it turns out, no news was good news.” 

Another told me, “At first I wasn’t interested in the course at all; my first test grade was evident of 

that fact.  Then, I started flipping through the textbook and seeing different pictures and cartoons that 

caught my eye.  After reading chapter upon chapter I became interested.  I wasn’t used to the style of 

teaching either–even though everything was explained in detail and quite easy to comprehend.  After I 

developed an interest, my grades started looking better.  My attitude toward the class is positive now.  I 

really did like this class.” 

Kenneth Adams, Ph.D 
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Kenneth Adams, Ph.D 

I Hear You’re Taking Sociology this Semester, What’s That All About?  

One wrote me a letter.  “To whom it may concern.  When I realized I had to take SY 221, I said, 

Sociology, what do I need with that?  But I found out.  In the class I had a chance to do what you are 

supposed to do with class, and that is to learn about the world around you and not knock it, but respect 

it.  Even though people are different from you and don’t worship the same type of religion you do, they 

should be respected because even though you don’t understand something, that doesn’t mean that it’s 

wrong. 

“I didn’t expect to make an A in that class, and I probably will never make an A in any college 

class because miracles from heaven don’t happen that often.  But the most important thing is that I 

learned about me, the world around me, and that’s what matters.” 

 

 A male I talked to called sociology “an enjoyable and unique experience” and then explained 

what he meant.  “When I decided to sign up for SY 221 I wasn’t sure exactly what to expect.  I said to 

myself, ‘what the hell is Sociology?’  The first day of class the teacher said that the course would have 

immediate implications for college life’s everyday experiences.  Excuse my poor english, but the teacher 

don’t tell no lies.  Since that first day, I’ve learned a tremendous amount about life and how it works.  

Before the class I had absolutely no knowledge of how I became the person I am today or where the so-

cial laws that govern me came from.  But, now I do.  ‘Challenging’, ‘interesting,’ and ‘consuming’ de-

scribes my first experience with Sociology.  I can only hope to have as much luck in the rest of my col-

lege curriculum.” 

I can’t believe this one, but one student actually said, that her teacher’s humor was so great it 

could “brighten any dull day.”  I know that’s bull.  She was just pulling my chain, but still she said it.  And 

some other people talked about teachers as pretty okay too, so maybe it wasn’t all a crock–just 95%, 

right? 

Some of the things people said were hysterical.  Get this.  One student said, “I do believe that I’ve 

learned something and this class has made me look at things with an open mind.”  Can you believe 

that?  In an academic institution.  Get real!  Another comment said something crazy–the teacher was “a 

joy to be around.”  Give me a break!!!  A teacher!!  I don’t belieeeeve it!!!  Still, I guess its possible.  

When donkeys fly. 

I don’t know what to make of all this.  Our person actually said that class discussion (what’s 

that?)  was relevant and relaxed enough to make him “feel like being involved.”  I just know the guy 

must have been on some illegal substance, don’t you think?  Getting involved in your classes!!!  A savvy 

student told me “I think if I would have put a little something into it I really would have enjoyed the 

course.”  Now, I can relate to that!  One military opinion pointed out that the teacher’s “hair was a little  
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 One military opinion pointed out that the teacher’s “hair was a little long, but acceptable for a 

civilian,” while a playful student said her teacher was “one of the most nice professors” she has met 

since coming to JSU.  Now that is a heavy compliment!! 

 

One of my favorite comments started off very frankly.  “I took SY 221 because all of the sections 

of another class I wanted (I can’t remember what) were filled.  In all honesty, I had no idea what sociolo-

gy was, how difficult it was or what it was good for, but it seemed to be something that would look im-

pressive when people asked what I was taking ‘up dar at de big shoo.’  So I took it.  The class turned out 

to be very interesting, though I can’t decide if it was the subject matter or the manner of teaching.  I nev-

er in a million years would have guessed that sex had 1001 social implications!” 

 

Now, this has got to be a course for us!  Don’t you think?  Come on, let’s sign up. 

 

But what is sociology?  What do they talk about over there in Brewer Hall? 

 

I don’t know.  let’s find out for ourselves. 

 

Wait.  Did you ask a teacher what sociology is about?  Maybe one of them critters could give us a 

 clue.  Did ya? 

 

Yup. 

 

Well? 

 

 

Kenneth Adams, Ph.D 

To find more information about course offerings and 

to find descriptions of  Sociology courses, follow the 

provided link.  

http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/academics/

courses.html  
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I Hear You’re Taking Sociology this Semester, What’s That All About? 

The teacher said SY 221 is about culture.  You know, why people eat the foods they do, why they 

decorate their bodies in different ways, what their rules, values, and beliefs are.  By the way, did you 

know that people eat dogs and huge worms and insects in other cultures?  Gross, but interesting, and 

somebody told me that in one culture a husband and wife have sex in their garden and get married to 

have more pigs!  I don’t get it, but that’s what I heard. 

The class is also about society.  That means things like the roles people play in their lives, the 

prestige they get from being a this or a that, the groups people belong to, and institutions, like the fami-

ly, religion, medicine and that sort of stuff.  You know, I heard a student say that near half of all people 

that are now getting married will get divorced if the way things are going now continues.  Is that security, 

or what? 

Yeah, and I think I remember some coed telling me about how people used to try to cure disease 

by bleeding patients with leeches, and get this!  It was the barbers who did the cutting!  The doctors 

were priests and forbidden to operate. 

Hey, man, this mess is too much!  What else did the teacher say. 

 

Aw, he talked about these kids, Anna and Isabelle, who were never around any other people and 

how warped they were by being isolated and said something about how we have to interact with others 

to become normal.  “We can’t pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps,” he said.  I didn’t quite get it, but 

I heard some students talking about it one day, and they seemed to think it was pretty interesting. 

And the guy said that sociology looks at how unfair and unjust society can be, treating old people 

and women and minorities like dirt, and he said lots more too, but my mind got tired, so I don’t remem-

ber much of the rest of it. 

 

So what do you think?  Should we give it a shot?  Or is it too weird? 

 

I don’t know.  Why don’t we see what its all about for ourselves.  We can always drop.  Right? 

 

I guess.  Are you really game? 

 

Yup. 
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  In the Spring 17 Semester, The Sociology Club was heavily 

involved in events that promote social justice and equality. For ex-

ample, we raised of $2500 in sponsorships for JSU’s production of 

The Vagina Monologues, where all donations were sent to a local 

organization that helps victims of physical and sexual violence. We 

are also cosponsored, “Empowering Women: Together, We Rise”. 

This event consisted of a panel of women discussing issues and so-

lutions for targeted groups in our society, such as women, minori-

ties, members of all faiths, and mem-

bers of the LGBTQ community. As a 

group, the Sociology Club is passion-

ate about promoting and supporting 

events that empower all groups, while 

focusing on those groups that are par-

ticularly targeted and marginalized by 

society. 

 

For more information about the club  

contact Dr. Tina Deshotels at 

tdeshotels@jsu.edu and/or friend us on 

Face Book @ JSU Sociology Club 

 

 

Spring 2017:  A Review of JSU Sociology Club 

By Jocelyn Kelly  
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http://www.jsu.edu/sociology/ 

The purpose of the sociology club is to promote pro-

fessional, intellectual and personal growth, to en-

courage community consciousness by sponsoring 

activities of interest for students, to promote the 

ideas of serve and scholarship through the disci-

pline of sociology, to cooperate with other organiza-

tions at JSU, to continually strive to serve the com-

munity and better understand the social forces shaping it.   

 In the Fall 17 semester, The Sociology Club, under new leadership is planning many exciting events:   

-Attendance and Participation at the Mid-South Sociological Association conference (October 18-21) in 

Chattanooga TN 

-Cash Fundraiser to help with hurricane Irma relief 

-Monthly Socials 

-Partnering with other student organizations 

  

Join us for Bi-Weekly Sociology with Pizza Every Other Tuesday (starting 10/19) at  5 PM 

JSU Sociology Club 

By Tyler Gay   

For more information contact us:  
The Sociology Club Executive Committee at:  jaxsociologyclub@gmail.com 

Faculty Advisor:  Dr. Tina Deshotels at:  tdeshotels@jsu.edu 

JSU Sociology Club 
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 Through education and activism we seek to connect individu-

als with solutions to the problems we face in order to create 

a more balanced world where women's issues are addressed, 

women are supported in their endeavors, and empowered to 

make changes in their lives and ultimately society. 

 

Join us as at biweekly meetings 

10/27 and Every other Weds  

6 PM in Brewer 330 

Planned Activities Include:  

Fundraising for the new special needs women’s shelter 

Assertiveness Training Workshop (10/11 12:00-1:30 TMB)  

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WISE (Women’s Issues, Support and Empowerment)  

By Abbie Patterson  

WISE Women’s Issues Support and Empowerment WomensISE_JSU 

For more information contact Dr. Tina Deshotels at tdeshotels@jsu.edu  
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JSU Students for Equality has undergone a change in leadership! Adrienne Swindle and Sandra Elliott 

have accepted the positions of President and Vice President, respectively. Students for Equality is also 

refocusing its goals for the upcoming year. We would like to focus more on promoting acceptance for 

all marginalized groups, not only the LGBTQ community. To do this, we are planning collaborations 

with more organizations on campus; we are focusing on bringing in new members; and planning to 

bring in speakers who work to promote equity for marginalized groups in the U.S. and abroad.  We 

have many exciting things planned for this semester, such as:  

 

*     Muffin Social with Interfaith Alliance” featuring Monica Khalaf from the Birmingham Islamic Society          

      (Sept 25th 5 PM Library 1103 A and B) 

 LGBTQ+ Women Discussion Panel (10/4 6 PM Library 11:03 A-C) 
 A homecoming tailgate with LGBTQ+ Alumni (10/8)  
 Sampson McCormick Comedy Show (10/19 TMB) 
 Pet the Stress Away, distress during finals week with cute dogs from the League for Animal Welfare 

 

JSU Students for Equality  

By Adrienne Swindle and Sandra Elliott 

For more information contact  Adrienne Swindle at jsustudentsforequality@gmail.com or  
  Faculty Advisor:  Dr. Tina Deshotels at tdeshotels@jsu.edu or 

              JSU Students For Equality     
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Cher-Ami is the voice of the sociology program (students, alumni and faculty).  We are 

now taking applications for editors/writers.  Think of submitting papers you’ve written for 

classes, musings you’ve had, important quotes and/or feedback for your professors.  

Ideas for columns including but not limited to:   

Kudos:  Collect and publish awards and/or honors? 

Opportunities:   Collect and publish opportunities for students.    

Ask a Sociologist:   In question answer format (ala Dear Abby) recruit letters and inter-

view sociologists for their responses.    

Meet a Major:  Interview and publish article highlighting a SY major  

Alumni Spotlight:  Interview and publish article highlighting a SY alum 

The Lens:  Solicit, Collect/publish/write column that uses sociology to understand a cur-

rent event 

It’s Sociology Time:  Collect/edit/publish papers from sociology students (from course-

work, blogs, research etc.) 

Sociology in Art:   Create/solicit and publish Photography, Poetry, Music, feature a socio-

logical relevant art project  

Your Ideas!:  Propose a column that you solicit/write and/or edit.   

Add your column here!:   Create your own column, solicit writers, edit/and or write it 

yourself 

TO APPLY:  Contact Dr. Deshotels at tdeshotels@jsu.edu   

 

Cher Ami Editorial Board  

Call for Participation 
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MSSA is having the annual sociological conference 

in: 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Contact the Sociology Club (see page 22) or any of the  

sociology faculty (see webpage below) about attendance!!   

 

Mid-South Sociological Association  (MSSA) 

Call for Participation 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fmedia1.britannica.com%2Feb-media%2F52%2F64752-004-3CAF19F4.gif&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fkids.britannica.com%2Fkids%2Fassembly%2Fview%2F205104&docid=4PsxL0SPUL_E5M&tbnid=iKIost6hmYrmOM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwiN-8eHl

